ANNA-ETS DTI TASK FORCE MEETING MINUTES

Date: 17 January 2023
Time: 12.00 – 13.00 UTC
Location: MS Team Meeting

Chairperson: Denis Dounaev

Denis Dounaev  ETS  X
Stephan Dreyer  ANNA  X
James Haskell  ETS  X
Emma Kalliomaki  ANNA  X
Vipin Y.S. Mahabirsingh  CDS Mauritius  X
Uwe Meyer  WM Daten  X
Laura Stanley  LSE  X
Manuel Alonso  SIX Financial  X

Minutes

- Members reviewed the agreed principles of the task force and confirmed that both ANNA and ETS are broadly supportive of the direction.

- Members discussed the draft of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).